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Computational searches of  biological
sequences using Position Specific Score

Matrix and Hidden Markov Models
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C S T P A G N D E Q H R K M I L V F Y W

C 12

S 0 2

T -1 2 3

P -3 0 0 8

A 1 1 1 0 2

G -2 0 -1 -2 1 7

N -2 1 1 -1 0 0 4

D -3 1 0 -1 0 0 2 5

E -3 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 3 4

Q -2 0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 2 3

H -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1 1 0 0 1 6

R -2 0 0 -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 2 1 5

K -3 0 0 -1 0 -1 1 1 1 2 1 3 3

M -1 -1 -1 -2 -1 -4 -2 -3 -2 -1 -1 -2 -1 4

I -1 -2 -1 -3 -1 -5 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 3 4

L -2 -2 -1 -2 -1 -4 -3 -4 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 3 3 4

V 0 -1 0 -2 0 -3 -2 -3 -2 -2 -2 -2 -2 2 3 2 3

F -1 -3 -2 -4 -2 -5 -3 -5 -4 -3 0 -3 -3 2 1 2 0 7

Y -1 -2 -2 -3 -2 -4 -1 -3 -3 -2 2 -2 -2 0 -1 0 -1 5 8

W -1 -3 -4 -5 -4 -4 -4 -5 -4 -3 -1 -2 -4 -1 -2 -1 -3 4 4 14

PAM 250PAM 250

AGGIDG
GHGFMG
117137

Pairwaise alignment uses the same substitutionPairwaise alignment uses the same substitution
matrix along the entire aligned sequencesmatrix along the entire aligned sequences

However, it is well know that some residues in a protein or in a
nucleotide sequence plays important roles and therefore are
constrained to vary TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 4

These conserved regions constitutes motif  which areThese conserved regions constitutes motif  which are
sometimessometimes recognized in a set of  recognized in a set of aligned sequencesaligned sequences..

SCK1_CENEL/13-36  CLKPCKDLYGPHAGAKCMNGKCKC
SCKM_CENMA/13-36  CLPPCKAQFGQSAGAKCMNGKCKC
SCT2_ANDAU/35-57  CASVCRRVIGVAAG-KCINGRCVC
SCK3_ANDMA/13-35  CASVCRKVIGVAAG-KCINGRCVC
SCK4_MESMA/35-57  CASVCRREIGVAAG-KCINGKCVC
SCKK_TITSE/35-57  CYSACKKLVGKATG-KCTNGRCDC
SCK2_TITDI/14-36  CVKICIDRYNTRGA-KCINGRCTC
SCKP3_TITSE/7-28  CNRKCCPG-GCRSG-KCINGKCQC
SCBX_MESMA/8-29   CRVKCVAM-GFSSG-KCINSKCKC
SCKL_LEIQH/8-28   CQLSCRSL-GL-LG-KCIGDKCEC
SCK5_ANDMA/8-28   CQLSCRSL-GL-LG-KCIGVKCEC
SCK1_CENNO/36-57  CDKDCKRR-GYRSG-KCINNACKC
SCK2_CENNO/8-29   CDKDCTSR-KYRSG-KCINNACKC
                  *   *        . ** .  *
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WhatWhat  isis a  a motifmotif in a  in a biologicalbiological  sequencesequence??
 Represents a conserved region of a sequence.

  This conservation might be due to a functional
constraint.

 There are conserved structural domains in a family of
proteins. Amino acid sequences can almost always
represent such motifs.

 Motif identification is useful to classify and understand
protein or nucleotide function.
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Example of a protein motif.

Motifs can be represented by Weight Matrices:Motifs can be represented by Weight Matrices:
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Example of a RNA motif.

Motifs can be represented by Weight Matrices:Motifs can be represented by Weight Matrices: TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 8

Example of a DNA motif.

Motifs can be represented by Weight Matrices:Motifs can be represented by Weight Matrices:
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How can we obtain a How can we obtain a WeightWeight
Matrix for a specific motifMatrix for a specific motif??

……. by evaluating the relative
frequency of its elements in a set of
aligned sequences.

PPosition osition SSpecific pecific SScore core MMatrix atrix PSSMPSSM
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This frequency matrix contains relevant Biological
Information about your protein and can be used to
obtain a:

PPosition osition SSpecific pecific SScore core MMatrix atrix PSSMPSSM

PPosition osition SSpecific pecific SScore core MMatrix atrix PSSMPSSM
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PPosition osition SSpecific pecific SScore core MMatrix atrix PSSMPSSM

While PAM and Blosum matrices are used to compare
two amino acids of a pair of sequences regardless of
their position in the aligned sequences, a PSSM
analysis uses a different matrix in which the score
varies depending on the conservation of each position
of the aligned sequences

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 12
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Actually, the frequencies are not used as such to score putative
sites. The score assigned assigned to a piece of sequence, S, is
calculated as the log-ratio of two probabilities:

P(S|M), the probability to observe sequence S given the motif 
model M (the matrix).

P(S|B), the probability to observe sequence S given the 
background model B (the genomic context).

The score of a sequence segment is WS=log[P(S|M)/P(S|B)]

PPosition osition SSpecific pecific SScore core MMatrix atrix PSSMPSSM
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Spx is a is a global transcriptional
regulator and a unique RNA polymerase
(RNAP)-binding protein.

Spx can activate transcription in
response to oxidative stress.
Journal of Bacteriology, April 2004, p. 1911-1918,
Vol. 186, No. 7.

PSSM PSSM mightmight  reflectreflect  importantimportant
biologicalbiological  featuresfeatures  ofof  thethe proteins proteins
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The presence of a CXXC motif near the
N terminus of Spx, suggests that there
is a mechanism by which the Spx
protein is directly altered by oxidation.

PSSM PSSM mightmight  reflectreflect
importantimportant  biologicalbiological

featuresfeatures  ofof  thethe  proteinsproteins
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CXXC

is Threonine equally conserved in the alignment ?

PSSM PSSM mightmight  reflectreflect  importantimportant
biologicalbiological  featuresfeatures  ofof  thethe proteins proteins
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PSI-PSI-BlastBlast
Position Specific Iterated BLAST

An automated, easy-to-use versionAn automated, easy-to-use version
of a "profile" searchof a "profile" search
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Intuition:

   Substitution matrices should be specific to a
particular site.

 Penalize alanine → proline more in a helix

PSI-PSI-BlastBlast
Position Specific Iterated BLAST
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How does it work?

PSI-PSI-BlastBlast
Position Specific Iterated BLAST
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 Good:
 Increased ability to find distant homologues
 If the sequencesIf the sequences used to construct PSSMs are allare all

homologoushomologous, the sensitivity at a given specificity
improves significantly.

 Bad:
 If non-homologous sequences are included in the

PSSMs, they are “corrupted.” Then they pull in more
non-homologous sequences, and become worse than
generic

PSI-PSI-BlastBlast
Position Specific Iterated BLAST
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 Special care to prevent non-homologous sequences
from being included in the PSSM calculation.

When in doubt, leave it out!

Examine sequences with moderate similarity
carefully.

 Be particularly cautious about matches to sequences
with highly biased amino acid content

PSI-PSI-BlastBlast
Position Specific Iterated BLAST
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Anti-TRAP search usingAnti-TRAP search using

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 23

Anti-TRAP search using PSI-BLASTAnti-TRAP search using PSI-BLAST
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Anti-TRAP search using PSI-BLASTAnti-TRAP search using PSI-BLAST
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Anti-TRAP search using PSI-BLASTAnti-TRAP search using PSI-BLAST
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Anti-TRAP search using PSI-BLASTAnti-TRAP search using PSI-BLAST
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Anti-TRAP search using PSI-BLASTAnti-TRAP search using PSI-BLAST
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Anti-TRAPAnti-TRAP
search usingsearch using
PSI-BLASTPSI-BLAST
confirms ourconfirms our
previousprevious
hypothesishypothesis
that thethat the
chaperonechaperone
DnaJDnaJ is one is one
of itsof its
homologoushomologous
protiensprotiens
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Hypothetical protein AF1046 search using PSI-BLASTHypothetical protein AF1046 search using PSI-BLAST
MSEEIQQLRRINNLLFDAFTLSSQIWMFKSREEMVELFCNIVAEDDDCTAVVVSDKGGNHYRMKEDVLNCKFLNYTPNVFGIVDANY
CECENVSHNYLVVFPAAEGTSVYVFLKNLEEEYVQILKEMVDVLARAIEHLEIQKKNELVMQRLKENLEQFQFLADRLRNPLAVIQG
VAELAEEMDTNTVFEMVRRSAKKMKEVLDSLSEAEVSSIELYQSLFSKR

Common problems in the search ofCommon problems in the search of
Multidomain proteins using Psi-blastMultidomain proteins using Psi-blast

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 30

COG0642 Signal
transduction histidine
kinase

Common problems in the search ofCommon problems in the search of
Multidomain proteins using Psi-blastMultidomain proteins using Psi-blast
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Common problems in the search ofCommon problems in the search of
Multidomain proteins using Psi-blastMultidomain proteins using Psi-blast
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Common problems in the search ofCommon problems in the search of
Multidomain proteins using Psi-blastMultidomain proteins using Psi-blast
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Hypothetical protein AF1046 (Hypothetical protein AF1046 (COG0642)
 search using PSI-BLAST search using PSI-BLAST

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 34
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PSI-BLAST: the problem of corruptionPSI-BLAST: the problem of corruption

Corruption is defined as the presence of at least one
false positive alignment with an E value < 10-4

after five iterations.

Three approaches to stopping corruption:

[1] Apply filtering of biased composition regions

[2] Adjust E value from 0.001 (default) to a lower
     value such as E = 0.0001

[3] Visually inspect the output from each iteration.
     Remove suspicious hits by unchecking the box. TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 36

PSI-blast provides an enormous advantage over
normal blast in the detection of distantly related
sequences.

It only works if some closely related sequences
are already available, but if this is the case it
finds a lot of other distantly related sequences.

PSI-BLASTPSI-BLAST……. In conclusion:. In conclusion:
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And if the alignment is not an option?

 Due to the multi-domain nature of proteins some of
their domains could be shuffled

 In case of very remote homolog sequences

  Short conserved sequences (DNA binding site,
protein domain, etc.,) inside  larger and more
degenerated sequences

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 38

Different programs have been
developed to find motifs

1 AKSJDFHLASUHERLAKSNBKAJNCLKJASHDKFJAHSEJ
2 DLKTJNKHBHEASHRGHBDFASJGHBCLKUSHKLCSDHGK
3 GNLKXDHKIASGCSDKJCSKHDGKJELHBHEAJFNLOIJS
4 JHSLRCKJGHXBDKSLCFALSIZDNGJDFGNLCKJSDNSD
5 LKSAJDHBFCKGLSHBHEAUABSXDJKFASODFHBHKAHS
6 JSHGHAEKHKSDFJHKSJDFHKAJSEHRKAJHBHEAPERI
7 QWHBHEACVLXMNCVKUIEHRMBDKFJAHLIDHRTRKKQP
8 LICVUWJENOMNVIDFGKJERJSGFAHGSIUOPIAKHVIU
9 OIEURTKSHOIUCVBSDFGUYWERKJHDFLIUHBHEAERT
10 OIUWERMXCVKJHBHEAWIERUOIUVMBNAWIUEYRHASS

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 39

Different programs have been
developed to find motifs

1 AKSJDFHLASUHERLAKSNBKAJNCLKJASHDKFJAHSEJ
2 DLKTJNKHBHEASHRGHBDFASJGHBCLKUSHKLCSDHGK
3 GNLKXDHKIASGCSDKJCSKHDGKJELHBHEAJFNLOIJS
4 JHSLRCKJGHXBDKSLCFALSIZDNGJDFGNLCKJSDNSD
5 LKSAJDHBFCKGLSHBHEAUABSXDJKFASODFHBHKAHS
6 JSHGHAEKHKSDFJHKSJDFHKAJSEHRKAJHBHEAPERI
7 QWHBHEACVLXMNCVKUIEHRMBDKFJAHLIDHRTRKKQP
8 LICVUWJENOMNVIDFGKJERJSGFAHGSIUOPIAKHVIU
9 OIEURTKSHOIUCVBSDFGUYWERKJHDFLIUHBHEAERT
10 OIUWERMXCVKJHBHEAWIERUOIUVMBNAWIUEYRHASS

…..if the alignment is not an option?
TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 40

How do they work?

 A) Counting all the “words” of certain length and
evaluating the more frequent and statistically
significant.

 B) In a aleatory fashion, taking fragments chosen
randomly and evaluating if these fragments manage
to generate a conserved representative motif
(Gibbs sampler algorithm)Gibbs sampler algorithm)
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Gibbs sampler algorithmGibbs sampler algorithm

Motif site (occurrence),
which is described by a
probability-positional
matrix q(i,r)

background, which is
described by background
symbol probabilities f(i).

Two probabilistic models are
formulated: the foreground model
(the motif) and the background
model

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 42

Gibbs sampler algorithmGibbs sampler algorithm

A probability distribution (where
the foreground and background
models are different) can be
evaluated

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 43

One of the sequences, chosen randomly,
is removed from the alignment.

TheThe  mainmain idea  idea ofof  thethe  methodmethod  ……....

A probability
distribution profile
is evaluated

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 44

 and replaced by new
sequence searched with
the previous motif profile

A new probability
distribution profile
is evaluated again

TheThe  mainmain idea  idea ofof  thethe  methodmethod  ……....
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TheThe  mainmain idea  idea ofof  thethe  methodmethod  ……....
After several cycles, the method tends to identify a significant motif After several cycles, the method tends to identify a significant motif 

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 46

1)  Randomly choose starting positions
         s = (s1,...,st) and form the set of  l-mers associated
         with these starting positions.
    2)  Randomly choose one of the t sequences.

3)  Create a profile P from the other t -1 sequences.
4)  For each position in the removed sequence, calculate the
probability that the l-mer starting at that position was generated
by P.
5)  Choose a new starting position for the removed sequence at
random based on the probabilities calculated in step 4.
6)  Repeat steps 2-5 until there is no improvement

Gibbs sampler algorithmGibbs sampler algorithm

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 47

Input:
t = 5 sequences, motif length  l = 8

1.  GTAAACAATATTTATAGC
2.  AAAATTTACCTCGCAAGG

  3.  CCGTACTGTCAAGCGTGG
  4.  TGAGTAAACGACGTCCCA

5.  TACTTAACACCCTGTCAA

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 48

1)  Randomly choose starting positions,
s=(s1,s2,s3,s4,s5) in the 5 sequences:

s1=7 GTAAACAATATTTATAGC
s2=11 AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG
s3=9 CCGTACTGTCAAGCGTGG
s4=4 TGAGTAAACGACGTCCCA
s5=1 TACTTAACACCCTGTCAA

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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2) Choose one of the sequences at random:
Sequence 2: AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

    s1=7 GTAAACAATATTTATAGC
s2=11 AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG
s3=9 CCGTACTGTCAAGCGTGG
s4=4 TGAGTAAACGACGTCCCA
s5=1 TACTTAACACCCTGTCAA

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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2) Choose one of the sequences at random:
Sequence 2: AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

    s1=7 GTAAACAATATTTATAGC

s3=9 CCGTACTGTCAAGCGTGG
s4=4 TGAGTAAACGACGTCCCA
s5=1 TACTTAACACCCTGTCAA

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 51

3) Create profile P from l-mers in remaining 4 sequences:

AGCAAATG4

03/401/40001/4G

TGCGAACT3

ATTTATAA1

AGCTAAATConsensus
String

1/41/41/42/41/41/41/42/4T

1/402/4001/41/40C

2/41/41/41/43/42/42/41/4A

CAATTCAT5

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 52

4) Calculate the prob(a|P) for every possible 8-mer in
the removed sequence:    

         Strings Highlighted in Red                     prob(a|P)

0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG
0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG
0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

.000183AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG
0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

.000732AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

.000122AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG
0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

0AAAATTTACCTTAGAAGG

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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5)  Create a distribution of probabilities of l-mers
prob(a|P), and randomly select a new starting position
based on this distribution.

Starting Position 1:  prob( AAAATTTA | P ) =  .000732   / .000122  =   6

Starting Position 2:  prob( AAATTTAC | P ) =  .000122   /  .000122  =  1

Starting Position 8:  prob( ACCTTAGA | P ) = .000183   /  .000122  =  1.5

  a) To create this distribution, divide each probability
prob(a|P) by the lowest probability:

Ratio = 6 : 1 : 1.5

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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Probability (Selecting Starting Position 1):   6/(6+1+1.5)=  0.706

Probability (Selecting Starting Position 2):   1/(6+1+1.5)=  0.118

Probability (Selecting Starting Position 8):   1.5/(6+1+1.5)=0.176

 b) Define probabilities of starting positions according to
computed ratios

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example

Turning Ratios into ProbabilitiesTurning Ratios into Probabilities
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 c) Select the start position according to computed ratios:

P(selecting starting position 1):     .706P(selecting starting position 1):     .706

P(selecting starting position 2):     .118

P(selecting starting position 8):     .176

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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Assume we select the substring with the highest
probability – then we are left with the following new
substrings and starting positions.

s1=7 GTAAACAATATTTATAGC
s2=1 AAAATTTACCTCGCAAGG
s3=9 CCGTACTGTCAAGCGTGG
s4=5 TGAGTAATCGACGTCCCA
s5=1 TACTTCACACCCTGTCAA

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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6) We iterate the procedure again with the above
starting positions until we cannot improve the score
any more.

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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  Gibbs sampling needs to be modified when applied
to samples with unequal distributions of nucleotides
(relative entropy approach).

 Gibbs sampling often converges to locally  optimal
motifs rather than globally optimal motifs.

 Needs to be run with many randomly chosen seeds to
achieve good results.

Gibbs Sampling: an ExampleGibbs Sampling: an Example
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Gibbs sampler algorithmGibbs sampler algorithm

Disadvantages:Disadvantages:
Results might vary depending on the fragmentResults might vary depending on the fragment
that was taken initiallythat was taken initially

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 60

MEMEMEME: Multiple Expectation maximization for
Motif Elicitation

 Main differences:

 Try many different initial segments in order to get
one that converges to an optimum.

 Try different window analysis sizes.

 In order to generate a motif with gaps, more than
one motif can be generated.
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 Performs global solver to estimate neighborhood of a
promising solution. (Random Projection)

  Using this neighborhood as initial guess, apply local
solver to refine the solution to be the global optimal
solution. (Expectation Maximization)

  Performs efficient neighborhood search to jump out of
convergence region to find another local solutions
systematically.

Expectation Maximization

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 62
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 Motif discovery from unaligned sequences
 Optimal for Genomic or Protein sequences
 Especially if you do not know the size of the motif

 Identifies profile motifs
 Simultaneously analyze Multiple motifs for any input

 Flexible model of motif presence
 Motif can be absent in some sequences
 Motif can appear several times in one sequence

A very useful program to discoverA very useful program to discover Patterns Patterns

MEMEMEME: Multiple Expectation maximization for
Motif Elicitation
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The input to MEME contains the followingThe input to MEME contains the following
fields.fields.

 Sequences
Protein or DNA sequences in fasta format.
Notice that sequence names must notmust not be repeated

Valid examples are
>seq1
GDIFYPGYCPDVKPVNDFDLSAFAGAWHEIAK
>seq2
GDMFCPGYCPDVKPVGDFDLSAFAGAWHELAK
>GdhA Glutamate dehydrogenase from Escherichia coli
RDMFCPGGCPDVKPVGDHDLSAFKGAWHELAL 
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 Motif distribution
One per sequence (oops)
Zero or one per sequence (zoops)
Any number of repetitions (tcm)

 Number of motifs [optional]
The program will stop the analysis after this number of
motifs is found.

 Motif width
MEME will find the optimum width of each motif within the
limits you specify : Minimum or Maximum

MEME MEME inputinput.           .           continuedcontinued……..

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 66

 Text output format
By default, MEME output is in hypertext (HTML) format

 Shuffle letters in input sequences
Useful for further statistical analysis

 Look for palindromes only
Average the letter frequencies in corresponding motif
columns together

MEME MEME inputinput.           .           continuedcontinued……..

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 67http://meme.sdsc.edu/meme/meme.html TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 68

MEME OutputMEME Output

Motif
length

# of motifs
found

Expectation
value

“Position-Specific
Probability Matrix

Information
content

Consensus
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Sequence
names

Strand (reverse or
complement)

Position in
sequence

Statistical
significance

Motif within
sequence

MEME Output

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 70

Overall Statistical
significance

Sequence length

Motif in complement
strand

MEME OutputMEME Output
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 Searches for motifs (one or more) in sequence databases:
 Like BLAST but motifs are used as input
 Similar to the matrices obtained by iteration in PSI-

BLAST

 Profile defines statistical significance of a match
 Multiple motif matches per sequence
 Combined E value for all motifs

 MEME uses MAST to summarize results:
 Each MEME result is accompanied by the MAST result

for searching the discovered motifs on the given sequences.

MASTMAST

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 72

Email address

Database (like
BLAST)

Motif file (e.g. MEME output)

Consider matched
sequence length

E value
threshold

MAST inputMAST input
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Matched
accession

Match
E value

Length of
sequence

Link to
GenBank

MAST outputMAST output
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Motif
diagram

MAST outputMAST output

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 75

Position of
each instance

P value of
instance

Matched parts
of sequence

Motif ‘consensus’

Motif and
orientation

MAST outputMAST output
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HMM searchesHMM searches
HHidden idden MMarkov arkov MModelodel

Modified version By
Jianfeng Tang taken from
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Deterministic Patterns

Consider a set of traffic lights; the sequence of lights is

red - red/amber - green - amber - red.

The sequence can be pictured as a state machine, where the different
states of the traffic lights follow each other.

e.g.

Notice that eacheach  statestate  isis  dependentdependent  solelysolely  onon  thethe  previousprevious  statestate, so if
the lights are green, an amber light will always follow - that is, the
system is deterministic.

Deterministic systems are relatively easy to understand and analyse,
once the transitions are fully known.

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 78

Non-deterministic patterns

Traffic light …………………… Deterministic process
Weather state - cloudy……………. Non-deterministic process

Markov assumption
     The state of the model depends only upon the previous states of the
model.

 Assumption:
     - Today's weather can always be predicted solely given knowledge of
the weather of the past few days –

     - Factors such as wind, air pressure etc. are not considered.

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 79

A Markov processMarkov process is a process which moves from state to state depending
(only) on the previous n states.

The process is called an order n model where n is the number of states
affecting the choice of next state.

 The simplest Markov process is a first order process, where the choice of
state is made purely on the basis of the previous state.

The first order transitions between the states of the weather example are:

.

State transition probability - The probability of moving from one state to
another.

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 80

     If it was sunny yesterday, there is a probability of 0.5 that it
will be sunny today, and 0.25 that it will be cloudy or rainy.

For a first order process with M states, there are M x M
transitions between states since it is possible for any one state
to follow another

State transition matrixState transition matrix
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When a Markov process may not be powerful enough

      A hermit may perhaps not have access to direct weather
observations, but does have a piece of seaweed. Folklore tells us
that the state of the seaweed is probabilistically related to the state
of the weather .

STATES
Hidden states: the (TRUE) states of a system that may be
described by a Markov process (e.g. weather states in our
example).

Observable states : the states of the process that are `visible‘
(e.g. dampness of the seaweed).

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 82

A Hidden Markov Model is consist of two
sets of states and three sets of probabilities

States:

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 83

Initial
matrix

Transition
matrix

Confusion
matrix

A Hidden Markov Model is consist of two
sets of states and three sets of probabilities

Initial probabilities
for hidden states

Transition probabilities
 for hidden states

Confusion probabilities
from hidden states to
observable states

Probabilities:
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CommingComming back  back toto  BiologyBiology  ………………..
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HMMER: biosequenceHMMER: biosequence
analysis using profileanalysis using profile
hidden Markov modelshidden Markov models

http://hmmer.janelia.org/http://hmmer.janelia.org/
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HMMER : using HMM (Hidden Markov Model)HMMER : using HMM (Hidden Markov Model)
Building a modelBuilding a model

hmmbuild From a multiple sequence alignment

Using a modelUsing a model
hmmcalibrate Takes an HMM and empirically determines
parameters that are used to make searches more sensitive, by
calculating more accurate expectation value scores (E-values)

hmmsearch Search a sequence database for matches to an HMM

hmmfetchhmmfetch: Get a single model from an HMM database.: Get a single model from an HMM database.

hmmpfamhmmpfam: Search an HMM database for matches to a query: Search an HMM database for matches to a query
sequence.sequence.
hmmalign Align sequences to an existing model (outputs a multiple
alignment)
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Identification of TRAP Identification of TRAP orthologsorthologs using HMMER using HMMER

Angela Valbuzzi and Charles Yanofsky. SCIENCE VOL 293 14 SEPTEMBER 2001 TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 88

                      
TRATRAP is form of 11 identical subunitsP is form of 11 identical subunits
                        

Insted of Ribosome, attenuation is mediated by an RNA binding
protein called TRAP (trp RNA-Binding Attenuation Protein )
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>AntiTRAP_prot
MVIATDDLEVACPKCERAGEIEGTPCPACSGKGVILTAQGYTLLDFIQKHLNK

>TRAP_prot
MNQKHSSDFVVIKAVEDGVNVIGLTRGTDTKFHHSEKLDKGEVIIAQFTEHTSAIKVRGEALIQ
TAYGEMKSEKK

TRAP and Anti-TRAP as our initial working modelTRAP and Anti-TRAP as our initial working model

> TRAP_dna
atgaaccaaaagcattcaagtgattttgtcgtcattaaagccgttgaggacggagtgaatgtgatcggcc
tgacaagaggaacagacacaaagtttcaccattccgaaaaactcgacaagggagaagtgatcatcgctca
gtttacagagcatacttctgccattaaagtcagaggagaggcactgattcaaaccgcgtacggagaaatg
aaaagcgaaaaaaaataa

>AntiTRAP_dna
atggtcattgcaactgatgatcttgaggtcgcatgtcctaaatgtgaaagagcgggagaaatcgaaggaa
caccttgcccggcctgcagcggaaaaggtgttattctgactgctcaaggatatacgcttctcgattttat
ccaaaagcatttgaataagtaa

Practical consideration in data banks searchesPractical consideration in data banks searches
Advise #1. Advise #1. Consider all the availableConsider all the available
biochemical / biological  knowledge.biochemical / biological  knowledge.
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Supose you want toSupose you want to
align a set of MtrBalign a set of MtrB
sequences retrived bysequences retrived by
gene namegene name
fromNCBIfromNCBI

An incorrect conclusion may come from a sequenceAn incorrect conclusion may come from a sequence
alignment using incorrect assumptionsalignment using incorrect assumptions
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MtrB MtrB [Desulfobacterium autotrophicum HRM2]
Signal transduction histidine kinase, nitrate/nitrite-specific

MtrBMtrB [Bacillus amyloliquefaciens FZB42]
Tryptophan RNA-binding attenuator protein

An incorrect conclusion may come from a sequenceAn incorrect conclusion may come from a sequence
alignment using incorrect assumptionsalignment using incorrect assumptions
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Never forget that MSA is just a model thatNever forget that MSA is just a model that
performs on a set of sequences given by the userperforms on a set of sequences given by the user
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First step:Build a HMM of these aligned sequences using
hmmbuild at:
http://mobyle.pasteur.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py?form=hmmbuild

The results will be send you by mail
TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 94

Outfile of the hmmbuild program 
Now, you can select the
program hmmcalibrate to
calibrate your data
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It is common to find out that the server is too busy……
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gi|16079334|ref|NP_390158.1| tryptophan operon RNA-bi   117.4    1.8e-32   1
gi|16080314|ref|NP_391141.1| hypothetical protein BSU   -18.1        3.1   1
gi|16077806|ref|NP_388620.1| hypothetical protein BSU   -18.1        3.1   1
gi|16078184|ref|NP_389001.1| N-acetylglutamate gamma-   -19.3        4.1   1
gi|16080177|ref|NP_391003.1| methyl-accepting chemota   -21.2        6.6   1
gi|16078650|ref|NP_389469.1| ATP-dependent DNA helica   -21.4        6.8   1
gi|16078911|ref|NP_389732.1| 3-ketoacyl-(acyl-carrier   -21.4          7   1
gi|16078701|ref|NP_389520.1| flagellar biosynthesis p   -22.0          8   1
gi|16080587|ref|NP_391414.1| flagellar hook-associate   -22.6        9.3   1
gi|16080100|ref|NP_390926.1| hypothetical protein BSU   -22.7        9.3   1
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The results will include the following proteinsThe results will include the following proteins
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A good idea is to start looking for known
charectirized domains at Pfam

hmmpfamhmmpfam: Search an HMM database for matches to a query sequence.: Search an HMM database for matches to a query sequence.
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A good idea is to start looking for known
charectirized domains at Pfam

TLEM09 Dr. Enrique Merino 100

A good idea is to start looking for known
charectirized domains at Pfam
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Query sequence: antiTRAP

Accession:      [none]

Description:    [none]

Scores for sequence family classification (score includes all domains):

Model           Description                             Score    E-value  N

--------        -----------                             -----    ------- ---

DnaJ_CXXCXGXG   DnaJ central domain (4 repeats)         -51.7        1.5   1DnaJ_CXXCXGXG   DnaJ central domain (4 repeats)         -51.7        1.5   1

Parsed for domains:

Model           Domain  seq-f seq-t    hmm-f hmm-t      score  E-value

--------        ------- ----- -----    ----- -----      -----  -------

DnaJ_CXXCXGXG     1/1       1    40 [.     1    88 []   -51.7      1.5

Alignments of top-scoring domains:

DnaJ_CXXCXGXG: domain 1 of 1, from 1 to 40: score -51.7, E = 1.5

                CS    TCCEEEEEEEEEEGCCTTT-CBTTT-TEE-GCCTTSSC.EEEEECTS

                   *->GvtkeIrlprqeeCdtChGsGAKkGtspktCptCnGsGiqirvqQgG

                                                            ++i++

    antiTRAP     1    --------------------------------------MVIATDDL- 8

                CS S.EEEEEEESGCCTTSSCC-SSTTCBGCCTTTSEEEEEEEE

                   pgmffqvqqtCpdChGtGkiIkpKdpCksChGkGrvkkkKt<-*

                          +  Cp+C+  G+i     pC+ C GkG++ + +

    antiTRAP     9 -------EVACPKCERAGEIEG--TPCPACSGKGVILTAQG    40
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http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/
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A good idea is to start looking for known
charectirized domains at Pfam
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A good idea is to start looking for known
charectirized domains at Pfam
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A good idea is to start looking for known
charectirized domains at Pfam
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Databases of motifs patterns or profiles.

PRINTS
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Blocks are ungapped multiple alignments of segments
of related protein sequences that correspond to the
most conserved regions of proteins.

The Blocks Database is a collection of blocks
representing known protein families that can be used to
compare a protein or DNA sequence with documented
families of proteins.
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PRINTSPRINTSPRINTS
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PRINTS
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PRINTS
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PRINTS
WORKLIST ENTRIES (1): SUBTILISIN View alignment Subtilisin serine protease family (S8) signature Type of
fingerprint: COMPOUND with 3 elements Links: PRINTS; PR00722 CHYMOTRYPSIN; PR00861 ALYTICPTASE;
PR00798 TOGAVIRIN PRINTS; PR00921 IGASERPTASE; PR00862 PROLIGOPTASE; PR00724 CRBOXYPTASEC
PRINTS; PR00725 DADACBPTASE1; PR00922 DADACBPTASE3; PR00923 LACTOPTASE PRINTS; PR00830
ENDOLAPTASE; PR00726 LEXASERPTASE; PR00727 LEADERPTASE PRINTS; PR00728 SIGNALPTASE; PR00729
CDVENDOPTASE; PR00793 PROAMNOPTASE PRINTS; PR00995 CAPILLOPTASE; PR00127 CLPPROTEASEP
INTERPRO; IPR000209 PROSITE; PS00136 SUBTILASE_ASP; PS00137 SUBTILASE_HIS; PS00138 SUBTILASE_SER
BLOCKS; BL00136 PDB; 1SBT 3Dinfo SCOP; 1SBT CATH; 1SBT
Creation date 31-OCT-1996; UPDATE 28-JUN-1999

 1. RAWLINGS, N.D. AND BARRETT, A.J. Families of serine peptidases. METHODS ENZYMOL. 244 19-61 (1994).
2. RAWLINGS, N.D. AND BARRETT, A.J. Evolutionary familes of peptidases. BIOCHEM.J. 290 205-218 (1993).
3. SIEZEN, R.J. AND LEUNISSEN, J.A.M. Subtilases: The superfamily of subtilisin-like serine proteases. PROTEIN SCI. 6
501-523 (1997).

Proteolytic enzymes that exploit serine in their catalytic activity are ubiquitous, being found in viruses, bacteria and
eukaryotes [1]. They include a wide range of peptidase activity, including exopeptidase, endo- peptidase, oligopeptidase and
omega-peptidase activity. Over 20 families (denoted S1 - S27) of serine protease have been identified, these being grouped into
6 clans (SA, SB, SC, SE, SF and SG) on the basis of structural similarity and other functional evidence [1]. Structures are
known for four of the clans (SA, SB, SC and SE): these appear to be totally unrelated, suggesting at least four evolutionary
origins of serine peptidases and possibly many more [1].

 Notwithstanding their different evolutionary origins, there are similarities in the reaction mechanisms of several peptidases.
Chymotrypsin, subtilisin and carboxypeptidase C clans have a catalytic triad of serine, aspartate and histidine in common:
serine acts as a nucleophile, aspartate as an electrophile, and histidine as a base [1]. The geometric orientations of the
catalytic residues are similar between families, despite different protein folds [1]. The linear arrangements of the catalytic
residues commonly reflect clan relationships. For example the catalytic triad in the chymotrypsin clan (SA) is ordered HDS,
but is ordered DHS in the subtilisin clan (SB) and SDH in the carboxypeptidase clan (SC) [1,2].
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PRINTS
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Be careful. The protein
database is so large that you
can find many nonsense hits
in low informative regions


